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APPROACHING CONTENT STRATEGY

“Our content team partners and interacts with the visual design
team to create a worthwhile project. Our LANGUAGE is
strategically placed to design experiences that people love.”
—Jen Schaefer, Netflix Content Design Manager

APPROACHING CONTENT STRATEGY
▶

What is Content?
▶

Content is ANYTHING created for a human audience
▶

E.g. Landing Pages, Website Pages, Facebook Ads, etc.
▶

▶

What are our Shared Content Challenges?
▶

▶

Photos, Videos, Action Links, Infographics, Written Content, etc.

Prioritization, Inclusion/Exclusion, Impact

Why is Tackling Our Problems in Isolation Bad?
▶

When you work in isolation, you are just fixing problems
▶

YOU ARE NOT SOLVING FOR THE FUTURE

THE 3 PRONGS OF CONTENT
STRATEGY
▶

Findings and Foundations
▶

What is our high-stakes business objective?

▶

What tools and resources are available?

▶

What time and budget constraints exist?

▶

What is the market environment?

▶

What internal and external obstacles are present?

THE 3 PRONGS OF CONTENT
STRATEGY
▶

Guiding Focus
▶

What is your strategic vision?

▶

What is the rationale behind that vision?

▶

Is your vision achievable?

THE 3 PRONGS OF CONTENT
STRATEGY
▶

Coherent Action Plan
▶

Who are we targeting?

▶

What content are we serving them?

▶

When and where do we serve content?

▶

How much content is needed?

THE PROCESS OF CONTENT
TRANSFORMATION
▶

The First Step?
▶

Create a Content Taxonomy
▶

▶

I.e. Classify content by subject, presentation, and intent

4 Corners of Transformation
▶

Taxonomy

▶

Structured Content

▶

Good Writing

▶

Task Analysis

TAXONOMY
▶

“Connect your content with the intents of the reader
as they follow your information architecture.”
—Angela Browne and Dan Mehaffey, SAP
SuccessFactors

▶

Go from Mining to Refining to Testing to Maintaining
▶

Find those in your organization who have the
knowledge you need to produce the best content

▶

Refine your business case

▶

Test out your new principles and copy

▶

Continue to maintain and update legacy content

STRUCTURED CONTENT
▶

▶

How are you answering questions?
▶

One at a time? Or are you giving multiple answers at once?

▶

Single task pages are excellent for troubleshooting and
customer support, but fail when clients are in the research
phase and looking to ascertain information quickly.

Are you answering the right questions for the right
users?
▶

Are your customers being funneled correctly on their
customer journey? Or is the user experience fragmented

GOOD WRITING
▶

Spelling and Punctuation AREN’T everything
▶

▶

Customers are increasingly choosing businesses that present
themselves as more human

Wordiness and Vagueness are the two killers of good
writing
▶

Too many phrases and clauses actually create more confusion for
the reader

▶

Clear, concise answers alleviate confusion and raise the reader’s
trust levels

TASK ANALYSIS
▶ ANSWER

WHAT THE USER WANTS
ANSWERED
▶

Are they researching attorneys?

▶

Looking for specific answers to one aspect of their
case?

▶

Getting answers about the services we offer?

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
▶

Guiding Focus and Vision

▶

Content Audit and Restructure

▶

Content Playbook
▶

Personas

▶

Service Positioning

▶

Voice/Tone/Key Messages

▶

Style Guide

▶

Customer Journey Map

GUIDING FOCUS AND VISION
▶

Our Mission
▶

▶

“We walk side-by-side with our clients in pursuit of justice.”

Our Values
▶

Relentless Pursuit of Excellence
▶

▶

Abiding Commitment to Justice
▶

▶

“We never stop striving to be our best so that the work we do is
second to none in its quality and its impact.”

“We do what’s best for our clients, no matter what the obstacles
may be.”

Passionate Unity
▶

“Each of us hold ourselves accountable to fulfill our promise to
go above and beyond for our clients and our team.”

CONTENT AUDIT AND RESTRUCTURE
▶

FAQ Pages

▶

The Blog From HELL

▶

Press/News Utilization

▶

Featured Attorneys for Different Practice Areas

▶

Refining the Content Production Process

▶

Social Media Taxonomy

THE CONTENT PLAYBOOK
▶

More than a style/brand guide
▶

Core Audiences
▶

Character/Persona Story

▶

Service Positioning

▶

Customer Pain Points

▶

Business Proof Points

▶

Marketing Messaging

▶

▶

FIXED and FLEXIBLE

▶

Tone Guidance

Customer Journey Map

CORE AUDIENCES
▶

▶

▶

Based on Research?
▶

Low Income

▶

Agriculture/Blue-Collar/Service Work

▶

Bilingual/ESP

Attitudes
▶

“Legal services are not something that I can afford under normal
circumstances”

▶

“I have family to support or my own bills to pay and do not possess
much expendable income”

▶

“I need help paying my medical bills, handling medical and
transportation arrangements, and help with my property damage”

Needs
▶

Trust; Confidence; Straightforward; Empathetic

SERVICE POSITIONING
▶

Customer Problem
▶

▶

Service Benefits
▶

▶

“I was injured in a serious accident that wasn’t my fault and need help
getting fair compensation and putting my life back together.”

“The care you need and the compensation you deserve, just one click
away.”

Proof Points
▶

Firm/Attorney Awards, Large Settlements, Client Testimonials,
Smart/Legitimate Resources, 30-Day No Fee

CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP
▶

Customer Phases
▶

▶

Awareness to Consideration to Conversion

Happy Path
▶

Client gets in a wreck

▶

Discovers our service via a Digital Marketing Channel

▶

Explores benefits of our service

▶

Submits form or calls

▶

Intakes schedules/refers/turns down

CHARACTER STORY
▶

▶

Jonathan Sanchez
▶

32M, Bilingual, San Bernardino Valley resident

▶

Warehouse Worker with a Wife and 1 Child

“Jonathan is lying in bed at home, the pain still radiating up and down his back from his head to his toes. He
was never one for going to the doctor (“Real men don’t go to the doctor,” he would say), but now the
injuries from his car accident were too much to ignore. Jonathan felt he would be fine after he left the
hospital, but his symptoms continued to deteriorate in the days since he was discharged. The doctor had
warned him to prepare for a potentially-lengthy treatment period, but he hadn’t believed the doctor until
now. And now? Now the realization is setting in—this is NOT going to be an easy situation to get through.
Jonathan is going to need help dealing with the insurance provider(s), getting medical care, making sure his
family is taken care of, getting back to work, and recovering from his emotionally traumatic car wreck. In
pain, emotionally stressed, and needing answers, Jonathan heads to the internet, the world’s quickest source
for instant gratification. He types in “car accident lawyers,” hoping to view prospective attorneys near him
that can handle his case and find one that he trusts and likes. Jonathan clicks on the top result for his search,
in this instance a WLF PPC ad. He feels reassured by what he finds on the page: Proven results; A full list of
services we provide which fulfill Jonathan’s needs; empathetic, HUMAN language. Convinced by what he
has seen, Jonathan clicks on the Tap to Call button and begins his intake, thereby progressing to the next
stage of our sales funnel.”

BRAND AND STYLE GUIDE

VOICE AND TONE GUIDANCE
▶

Educated (NOT arrogant)
▶

▶

Confident (NOT cocky)
▶

▶

It’s our job to be smarter than the client when it comes to the law.
But it’s also our job to help raise the client to our level. Give them
the inside scoop.

Empathetic (NOT sympathetic)
▶

▶

We want to demonstrate our thoughtful and precise expertise
without bragging. “Educated” is succinctly thorough.

We want to show our passion for our customers and our
commitment to treating them like a person, not a case #.

Serious (NOT Laissez-Faire)
▶

We want to be informative or transactional in many instances and
must be serious to convey that. “Serious” sounds indifferent when
used excessively

KEY FIXED AND FLEXIBLE MESSAGING
▶

Fixed Messaging
▶

We don’t have any
▶

▶

Anyone else see a problem with this?

Flexible Messaging
▶

ALL of our messaging has been used flexibly
▶

Knowledge

▶

Leadership

▶

Excellence

▶

Service

A THOUGHT EXERCISE
▶

When ideating for written content (e.g. a tagline, C2A,
etc.), create variations of your content along your
spectrum of tone
▶

Educated

▶

Confident

▶

Empathetic

▶

Serious

ACTION PLAN PROTOTYPE
▶

Finalize Personas

▶

Audit Legacy Content (Remove
Unnecessary/Ineffectual Content)

▶

Determine Content Taxonomy

▶

Determine Website Information Architecture

▶

Finalize Content Playbook

